
Last month, we dealt with the features,
benefits and attributes of using data log-
gers to monitor power and energy and the
advantages and cost savings associated
with reviewing and analyzing the data as-
sociated with them.
As we continue this article, we will ex-

amine what is needed to select the proper
logging features, functions and specifica-
tions to properly collect the data you need.
Data loggers are available in a wide va-

riety of formats and pricing levels. When
you are planning for your requirements it
is important to think beyond your imme-
diate need. Planning for future usage will
provide you with a solution that will give
you many years of service from your in-
vestment.
Let’s start with the basics, the first thing

to consider is the number of inputs (also
referred to as channels) you need. Look-
ing at the networks you will be working
with, will give you a quick indication of
how many inputs you need for your data
logger. If you are doing primarily single
phase work you need a minimum of two
inputs, one for voltage and one for cur-
rent. If it is a split phase network then you
need four inputs, two voltage and two cur-
rent. Do your needs also require monitor-
ing of both neutral current and voltage?
Then you will need two more inputs. If
you are doing industrial work you will
need at least six inputs, three for voltage
and three for current. Finally, if you plan
to log neutral voltage and current on a
three-phase network you will need a data
logger with eight inputs. Several power
and energy loggers available today can
calculate neutral current rather than mea-
sure it. This will save on the number of
inputs as well as the cost. If you are doing
single phase residential work requiring
four inputs, you would be better off in the
long run looking at a three phase system
with at least six inputs.
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Your investment will provide you with
more utility down the road. Figure 1
shows a typical power and energy logger
with eight inputs.
Now that we have determined the num-

ber of inputs, we need to look at what
voltage and currents will be measured.
Voltages are generally measured directly
by the data logger while the current mea-
surements are measured through the use
of clamps, sensors or transducers. Ideally,
the voltage inputs will handle at least
twice the normal voltage you need to mea-
sure. Most commonly, current clamps and
sensors are iron core ridged jaw types or
air core flexible sensors. The choices and
considerations are too vast to cover here.

Here are a few points to consider. The
iron core current probes offer good accu-
racy and phase shift specifications. Mod-
els are available that measure AC as well
as DC currents. They tend to be large in
size making it difficult to close the panel
cover in many applications. Flexible
probes on the other hand have good phase
shift specifications, are slightly less accu-
rate than their iron core cousins and can
get into tight spaces. They will not satu-
rate like iron core models when excess
current is applied and will allow the panel
cover to be closed in many applications.
Will the logger be used as an on-site di-

agnostic tool or as a remote data collec-
tor or both? If on-site diagnostics is

important then a display will be required,
if not then a blind (no display) logger will
fit the bill. If a display is required you
should consider whether a full graphic dis-
play is needed to look at waveforms or
whether a multi-line text type display will
do to show the measured values. Text type
displays will be less costly and will be
more than adequate for power quantity ap-
plications measuring volts, amps, power
and energy usage. On the other hand, if
power quality analysis is required you will
be better off with a full graphics display
capable of showing individual waveforms
, harmonic spectrums and transients, as
well as the power quantity measurements
just mentioned. Figure 2 shows typical
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The industry has evolved to the use of some standard 
terms to represent power and energy. 

The terms used today to display are:
P ...................................................................................................................................................................................Active Power measured in Watts
S ...................................................................................................................................................................................Apparent Power measured in VA
Q....................................................................................................................................................................................Reactive Power measured in var
EP ....................................................................................................................................................................................Active Energy measured in Wh
ES ...............................................................................................................................................................................Apparent Energy measured in VAh
EQ ...............................................................................................................................................................................Reactive Energy measured in varh
EQ1 ........................................................................................................................................................1st quardrant Reactive Energy measured in varh
EQ3 .......................................................................................................................................................2nd quardrant Reactive Energy measured in varh
EQ3........................................................................................................................................................3rd quardrant Reactive Energy measured in varh
EQ4 ........................................................................................................................................................4th quardrant Reactive Energy measured in varh

Quadrant energy indication provides the ability to determine both direction as well as its inductive or capacitive properties as shown here.
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